How I Use Panpastel®
By Kurt Laidlaw

Preparation and Finishing:
1. Clean and fix model with a clear matte fixative. Use an airbrush if desired, but the idea
of using Panpastels is to not have to get the airbrush out. I use Rustoleum® Cear Flat or
Dead Flat from Home Depot.
2. When finished seal the model. If you are not going to handle the model you don’t have
to seal it, but I recommend sealing any model.

Basics Technique:
1. Load your selected applicator with color by swiping gently over pan surface 1-3 times.
Do not dig into the color. Tip: swiping too many times will generate excess dust &
waste.
2. Lightly apply color to model surface--achieve desired color coverage by building up
layers.
3. Mix to create custom colors. Colors can either be mixed directly on the model surface
or on a pan. Tip: if a pan’s surface becomes contaminated - “clean” by gently wiping pan
with a clean sponge or paper towel.
4. Color can be removed or erased prior to fixing, using a clean Sofft Sponge, an eraser, or
a paper towel to tone down the effect.
5. Cleaning Sofft Tools - the same tool can be used with multiple colors - “clean” between
colors by wiping on a dry paper towel.
6. To combine PanPastel Colors with other materials – mix together on a palette or use
directly on the model.
7. Panpastels are dry so you don’t have to wait for the colors to dry between applications.
8. Masking for lines & more precise work - use Post-It notes, styrene shields or Blue tape.
9. Important! always Keep the pan’s surface dry. Do not apply wet tools, fluids or
mediums directly to the pan surface.

Resources
Great reference resources for weathering: Jack Delano for WW2 era color photos. Shorpy.com,
Castlegraphics.com, FallenFlags.com, your favorite RR historical society site, You Tube RR
instructional films or railfan videos, Pinterest
Dickblick.com for PanPastels, Colour Shapers

